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The power of play, back in your hands
Sensor-driven technology waterparks

interactivewaterparks.com
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InterActive Play offers a new kind of waterpark 
technology that’s unmatched in the industry. 
While other park systems operate on water volume 
alone, visitors at our parks are invited to interact with 
levers, switches and buttons that trigger computer 
sensors to activate water flow and pressurized air, 
greatly enhancing the user experience. Where visitors 
typically move through traditional play models in 15 
minutes or less, our toys offer an elevated play value–
and with our ultimate consideration for the true science 
of play, your guests will be entertained for hours on 
end. So what are you waiting for? Take your attraction 
to the next level with InterActive Play. 

Setting the bar in providing analytical data, 
InterActive Play remote monitoring and 
access gives you the ability to control what’s 
happening inside your water park in real-time, 
from anywhere. With our full touchscreen 
interface you can maximize the value of your 
attraction by using data to make changes 
on-demand and with ease.

• Clear and approachable user 
   interface design

• Lighted & fused terminal blocks

• 100% fiberglass decks & structures

• Electrical enclosures & IP67+      
   connections with clear panels     
   to minimize the need for 
   open/close diagnostics

• Full labeling of all circuits

A new kind of waterpark

The power of play,
back in your hands. 
Fully customizable interactive 
water play structures with a 
cutting-edge technology control 
system & state-of-the-art 
sensor-driven play features.
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Every angle of our interactive waterpark 
is engineered and designed with the user 
in mind. While our materials offer the 
highest level of corrosion resistance and 
very little long-term maintenance, we 
also field-test for repetition and 
longevity of each interactive. 

Designed for fun.
Built for safety.
The InterActive Play product is 
engineered for minimal mainte-
nance and designed to exceed
industry standards. Our solution 
is safe and remarkably easy 
to operate.

Notable features include:

Museum-quality stainless steel welding

Glass bead-blasting of manifolds 
and surface passivation on all 
non-coated stainless steel (including 
slide structures) to prevent corrosion

Industrial-grade irrigation valves  
designed for longevity

IP69K electrical quick-connect fittings 
allow for easy maintenance
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Make it CRAZY River
Now you have the ability to add cutting-edge  
play value to the traditional lazy river. Blaster zones, 
an overhead trellis and hidden detonators create unexpected 
fun and excitement for all ages. This well-known waterpark 
attraction may be more crazy than “lazy” after all.  

“We have worked with InterActive Play on several past projects 
and are currently working on several upgrades and new 
additions to our portfolio. InterActive Play continually delivers 
on-time, high-quality products that are setting the bar in 
the industry for technology and play value. The additions to 
our parks have resulted in a steady increase in revenues and 
attendance and we look forward to the continued partnership.”

Zachary Bossenbroek
Chief Executive Officer
Northgate Resorts

Testimonial
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Now you can achieve the waterpark you always 
imagined! There’s no need for compromise with 
InterActive Play. All of our commercial waterslides not 
only meet, but exceed industry standards. They’re a 
reliable solution for people of all ages. Our products 
offer you the ability to scale unit size, specify the 
number and orientation of decks and form unlimited 
slide paths. Couple that with our ever-changing new 
and improved interactive features, and finding the 
perfect match for your vision is complete.

Fully customizable

A rainbow of colors. 
Industrial strength. 
These play units are made from 
a combination of materials, 
available in a rainbow of colors 
created using industrial-strength 
methods of fabrication that 
are designed to last.

“Since installing an interactive play-system, I have seen an 
increase in park attendance of over 10% … It is the one area 
of the park that is constantly busy, even when it is the end 
of the day and some other areas of the park are not being 
utilized - they [attendees] are also staying longer. Pirate’s 
Cove is a major hit and a great addition to our park.”

Sandra Greiner
Waterpark Manager
Sun Splash Family Waterpark | Cape Coral, FL

Testimonial
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Powerplunge 
Dial in the “wow” factor with this industry-leading  360° water 
attraction, featuring record-breaking water volume. And the best 
part? You have full control over the rate and amount of water released 
– you spill out up to 750 gallons in a single plunge. Create both a 
lasting impression and a huge splash. 
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More power to you.
Customize the arrangement of your 
chosen interactive toys to maximize 
the play value for everyone. Setup 
wompers and blasters across from 
one another to promote a friendly 
competitive spirit. The power
is completely in your hands. 
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Whitewash
In just one interactive
motion, shower both 
you and friends with
the perfect splash

Blast. Burst. Boom. Splash.
                          Just a few of our popular InterActives

The Wee Womper
May be short, may be small
but can really drench ‘em all!

Beanstalk Blaster
Elevate your spray performance
with this tall-necked watergun

Pour Over
Pull a fast one;
and plan for a splash

Thump Pump
Push down for loads of fun

Rusher
Where the playful battle begins

Rain Maker
Work together and pump the  
water way up high

Triple Buzz
Motion sensors buzz out 
water in unexpected ways 

Wobble Neck
Not your typical 
garden hose- this one’s
packed with force.

Three Tree
Each branch turns
out water in different,
unexpected ways
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